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ABSTRACT.
Signature files seem to be a promtsing method for text retrieval and document retrieval [29,5,8].
Accordmg to thts method the documents are stored sequentially in one file (Text file”) while abstractions of the documents (“signatures”) are stored sequentially in another file (“signature file”). In
order to resolve a query, the signature 8le is scanned first and many non-qualifying documents are
immedtately rejected. In thts paper we present three old and one new signature extraction methods
and compare thetr screening capacities. We derive exact and approximate formulas for the false drop
probabtlrty of each method and dtscussthe new method in more detail.
1. Introduction
Tradrttonal data base management systems (DBMSs) are designed for formatted records.
Recently there seem to be many attempts to extend these systemsso that they will be able to handle
unformatted, free text [5,6,14,21,29). The mayor applrcation of such extended systems is office automatron Many types of messagesctrculate in an office: correspondence, memos, reports etc.. These
messagesconsist not only of attributes (e.g., sender, date, etc.) but also of text. In an automated
office, there should exist a system that allows electronic storage and retneval of these messages.
Another tmportant appltcation of a text retrieval method is the computerized library. The problem of handlrng quenes on the contents has attracted a lot of research interest in the past few decades
[27,31]. As the result of the above research acttvity many text retrieval methods have been proposed
m the ltterature.
In thts paper we concentrate on text retrieval methods and especially on the signature file
approach, whtch seems to be most suttable for the office environment [29,5]. Stgnature files can also
be applied for attrtbute retrieval [25,23) and thw is one reason that makes the method suitable for
documents. The structure of this paper is as follows: In sectton 2 we give a brtef survey of the ensting
text retrreval methods. In section 3 we descnbe four signature extraction methods. In section 4 we
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compare the performance of these methods. In section 5 we discuss the new method in more detail.
In section 6 we give a summary of the paper and provide research directions.
2. Overview of tsxt rstrieval methods
In thus paper, we shall ignore the existence of attnbutes in a document. We shall focus our
attention on text retrieval methods only. Many such methods have been proposed in the literature.
However, they seem to form the following large classes:
1) Full text scanning. Grven a search pattern, the whole data base is scanned until the qualifying
documents are discovered and returned to the user. The method requires no space overhead and
minimal effort on insertumr and updates. The main disadvantage is the retrieval speed. Despite
the existence of some fast string searching algorithms [1,3,18], scanning of a large data base may
take too much time [IS).
Inversum. Thu method uses an Index. An entry of this index consists of a word (or stem or con2)
cept) along wtth a hst of pomters. These pointers point to documents that contain this word.
Many commercial systems have adopted this approach: STAIRS [17], MRDLARS, ORBIT,
LEXIS [27] etc.. The marn advantage of the method seemsto be its retrieval speed. However, It
may require large storage overhead for the index; 50%300% of the initial llle size, according to
[13]. Moreover, rnsertions of new documents require expensive updates of the index.
3) Signature files. The documents are stored sequentially in the “text file”. Their abstractions are
stored sequentially m the “signature file”. When a query arrives, the signature ffle is scanned
sequentially and a large number of non-qualifying documents are discarded. The rest are either
checked (so that the “false drops” are discarded) or they are returned to the user as they are. A
document is called a “false drop” if it does not actually qualify in a query, while its signature
indrcates the opposrte. The method IS faster than full text scanning mainly because the sixe of
the srgnature file is much smaller. However it is expected to be slower than inversion for large
files [24]. It requrres much smaller space overhead than inversion (qO% [SD and it can handle
inserttons easrly. If carefully designed, the signature file method can handle queries on parts of
words and can tolerate errors (7).
4) Clustering. In thrs method, similar documents are grouped together to form clusters. UsuaIly,
they are stored physically together, too. Clustering has been extensively examined in the literature of hbrary science [26,27,31]. It seems difficult to compare this method with the previous
ones. The reason is that the emphasis in clustering is on the “relevance” queries, for example
*glvc me the documents that are relevant to ‘information retrieval’ (even if a document does not
contain the above two words)“. Papers on the performance analysis of clustering are mainly concerned with tccoll and precision and seem to ignore the space overhead, the retrieval speed and
the performance upon insertions. Recall is the proportion of retrieved, relevant documents over
the total number of relevant documents. Precision is the proportion of retrieved relevant documents over the total number of retrieved documents. Our opinion is that the space overhead is
rather small (0( logn ), where n is the number of documents). Similarly, the retrieval time
seems to be proportmnal to logn, too. However, it seems that clustering can not handle insertions easrly: Van Ripbergen [31, pp. 58-59) observesthat “sound” clustering methods usually need
O(n) ttme to perform an insertion, while “iterative” clustering methods may need reorganization,
which takes O(nlogn) time.
Multr-attribute hashing. Gustafson [12] proposed a multiattribute hashing scheme based on
9
superimposed codmg. His method is applicable on bibliographic data bases. All the keywords of
a tttle are hashed and yield a signature for the title. A sophisticated one-to-one function
transforms this srgnature into an address of the hash table. The interesting property of this
method is that the number of buckets to be searched decreasesexponentially with the number of
search terms m the (conjunctive) query. However, no commercial system has applied this
method, to the best of the author’s knowledge.
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Thts brief drscusston on text retrieval methods reveals that none of them is clearly superior over the
others Therefore, we have to consider the operational characteristics of the specrfic environment, in
order that we choose the best accessmzhod. For the office environment the main features are:
e
Large data bases:1 Gb [2], or 65 Gb (16).
w Large msertton rates, but few deletions and updates [la].
s
It IS felt that most of the documents in an office are never required after they have been filed.
Gravma [ll] reports that the accessfrequency of a document decreasesvery fast with its age.
Under the above considerations, the signature file method seemsto be a reasonable choice. Tsichritxis
and Christodoulakls [29] analyze the advantages of the method in more detail. In addition, it should
be mentroned that the method seemsto integrate well with attribute retrieval methods: Signature tiles
have been recently used for attnbuter [23,25]. T&h&is et al. PO] describe a prototype, multimedia
office filing system that apphcs the signature file approach both for attributes and text. Christodoulakis [4] apphes this approach on image captions, in order to handle queries on images.
3. Descrtptlon of the methods.
In thrs section we shall go into more detail and describe four methods of signature extraction.
The first method [29,19] suggests that each word of the document is hashed into a bit pattern of
length f . These patterns (“word tugnatures”) are concatenated to form the document signature (see
Frgurc 1). Searching IS performed in the obvious way. For example, on a single word query the signature of the search word is extracted and all the document signatures are searched. Those that contain
the signature of the search word are retrieved. In order to improve the performance, common words
(e.g., “the “, “a”, etc.) may be ignored. In the rest of this paper, we shall refer to this method as WS.
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Figure 1.
Illustration of the word signature (WS) method.
The document consists of four words only.
Each word yields a Chit word-signature u =4)
The second method [S] u based on superimposed coding [22]. It will be referred to as SC for the
rest of the paper. The method works as follows: Each document is divided into “logical blocks”. A
logical block is defined as a piece of text that contains a constant number D of distinct, non-common
words. For the rest of the paper, unless otherwise stated, the term “block” stands for “logical block”.
Each such word ymlds a bit pattern of sixe F. These bit patterns are OR-cd together to form the
block signature. The concatenation of the block signatures of a document form the document signature. The word signature creation is rather sophisticated and needs more detaib: Each word yields m
bit positions (not necessarily distinct) in the range 1-F. The corresponding bits are set to “l”, while
all the other bits are set to “0”. For example, in Figure 2, the word “free” sets to “1” the 3-rd, 7-th,
8-th, and 11-th bits (m=4 bits per word). In order to allow searching for parts of words, the following
method IS suggested: Each word is divided into successive, overlapping triplets (e.g., ” fr”, “fre”,
?ee”, “ee ” for the word “free”). Each such triplet is hashed to a bit position by applying a hashing
function on a numerical encoding of the triplet. In case that a word has I triplets, with I>m, the
word is allowed to set 1 (non-distmct) bits. If I <m, the additional bits are set using a random number
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generator, inttlalrzed wrth a numerical encoding of the word.
Word
free
text
block signature

Signature
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Figure 2
Illustration of the superimposed coding method.
It 1sassumedthat each logical block
consists of D =2 words only.
The signature size F is 12 bits. m =4 bits per word.
Searching for a word is handled as follows: The signature of the word is created. Supposethat the signature contains “1” m positrons 2, 3, 6, and 9. Each block signature is examined. If the above bit
posrtions (1.e , 2, 3, 6, and 9) of the block signature contain “l”, then the block is retrieved. Otherwise, it is discarded. More complicated Boolean queries can be handled easily. In fact, conjunctive
(AND) quenes result in a smaller number of false drops. Even sequencing of words can be handled:
It is replaced wrth conjunction (at the expenseof increasing the number of false drops). The signature
stxe F affects directly the number of false drops, while m has to be selected according to eq. (A.7) so
that approxtmately half of the bits are “1” in a block signature.
The next method is a new one and is based on compression. Again, we split the document into
logical blocks, as m SC. The tdea is that we use a (large) bxt vector of B bits and we hash each word
into one (or perhaps more, say n) bit posrtion(s), which are set to “1” (see Figure 3). The resulting bit
vector will be sparse and therefore it can be compressed.
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Figure 3
Illustration of the compression-basedmethods.
With B=20 and n=l bit per word,
the resultmg brt vector is sparse and can be compressed.
Notice that thts approach presents certain slmtlarities with the two previous methods. Like SC, the
sparse vector is created by OR-mg together the individual word signatures. However the differences
are that
1) n is net selected accordrng to eq. (A.7) We shall see in the next section which is the optimal
value for II.
The size B of the sparse vector is much larger than a typical signature size of SC.
2)
The slmrlarity with the WS method IS the following: For n=l, an obvious (but not optimal) way
to compress the sparse vector is to record the posrtions of the “l”s, using log&! bus for each one.
This ts exactly what the WS method does, except for the fact that the sequencing information is
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preserved with WS.
From the above observations it IS expected that methods based on compression should perform
comparably with the SC and WS methods and therefore it is worthwhile examining them in more
detail.
The compressron method we propose is based on bit-blocks. For the rest of the paper, it will be
referred to as BC (for bit-Block Compressron). In this method the sparse vector is divided into groups
of consecutive bits (bit-blocks). The size of the bit-blocks is chosen according to eq. (A22) in the
append=, m such a way that the performance is optimized. For each bit-block we create a signature,
which 1sof vanable length and consists of at most three parts (see Figure 4):
It rs one brt long and rt indicates whether there are any “1”s in the bit-block (1) or the bitPart I)
block 1sempty (0). In the latter case the bit-block signature stops here.
Part II) It indicates the number s of “1”s in the bit-block. It consists of s -1 “1”s and a terminating
zero. This is not the optrmal way to record the number of “1”s. However this representation IS sampleand it seemsto grve results close to the optimal. (see eq. (4-S) in section 4).
Part III) It contains the offsets of the “1”s from the beginning of the bit-block (log+ bits for each
“l”, where b is the bit-block SIX).

sparsevector
Part I
Part II
Part III
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Figure 4.
Illustratum of the BC method with
bit-block sixe 6 =4.
Figure 4 tllustrates how the BC method compressesthe sparse vector of Figure 3. Figures 5 and
6 tllustrate two different ways of storing the block signature of Figure 4. In the first alternative (Frgure 5) the parts of each bit-block signature are stored consecutively and the bit-block signatures are
concatenated. In the second alternative (Figure 6) the 5rst parts of all the bit-block signatures are
stored consecutively, then the second parts etc.. This latter alternative seemsto allow faster searching
and it wrll be discussed later in more detail.
011100011I0I101011000

Figure 5
BC method - Storing the signature
by concatenating the bit-block signatures.
The vertical lines mark
the bit-block signature boundaries.
Another technique that uses compressron was suggested by McIlroy [20] for a different environment. Ho goal was to compress a dictionary of D =30,000 words for a spelling-error detector program.
However thus method could be applied to our environment and therefore we shall examine it in detail.
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0101111000108111000
Figure 6
BC method - Storing the signature
by concatenating the parts.
Vertical lines indicate the part boundaries.
A brt vector of B=2*+27

was used and each word was hashed to one bit position (n=l). Then run
length encoding was applied, that is the number of zeros between two successive“1”s in the sparse
vector was recorded. Making realistic assumptions about the probability distribution of the above
intervals (geometric distribution) a coding technique proposed by Golomb (10) and Gallager and Van
Voorhis [9] was applied. This technique results in minimum-redundancy codes [9] if the intervals are
geometncally drstnbuted. Thus, McIlroy achieved very good compression of the sparse vector. In our
discussion, we shall generalize this method, allowing nrl (i.e., each word may hash to one or more
positions m the sparse bit vector). In the rest of the paper we shall refer to this generalized method as
RL (Run-Length encoding).
The advantage of the method is the excellent compression: According to eq. (3,4J) of section 4,
it requires q.086 bits per word more than the entropy based-bound, versus W.471 of the BC method.
The disadvantage of the RL method is the slow searching: In order to determine whether a bit is “1”
in the sparse vector, the encoded lengths of all the preceding intervals have to be decoded and
summed. Moreover, in order to skip to the next signature, the total length of the current signature
has to be determined. This can not be done, unless all of the signature is scanned or unless pointers
are used. In contrast, the length of a signature in the BC method can be determined from Parts I and
II. More detailed drscusstonabout the features of each method can be found in section 5.
4. Comparison of the methods.
In this section we shall compare the above four methods with respect to their screening capacity.
It is obvious that all of these methods introduce “false drops”, that is a signature may seem to qualify
m a query, although the corresponding text does not qualify. The probability of this event to happen
is called f alsc drop probabrlity F,. Mathematically,
F, =Prob(the sign. of a block seemsto qualify/

the block does not )
It is important to justify why we choose F,, as a measure for comparison and not another meas
ure, such as the I/O cost or the response time etc.. There are two reasons for our choice:
Unlike the other measures, F, depends solely on the method and not on other factors, such as
hardware configuratton, buffering algorithms etc..
s
Discovering the dependency of Fd on the signature size F seemsto be a mathematically complicated problem. If this 1s solved, one could calculate the other measures for a specific setting
(hardware, operating system etc.).
There are two conventtons that the derived formulas are based on:
.
In order to keep the analysis tractable, we deal only with single word queries. Conjunctive and
dxsjunctive queries require further assumptions (such as independency of query words) in order
to be analyzed. More complicated Boolean queries or queries with sequencing require so many
additional assumptumsthat the results of such an analysis might not be reliable.
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We remind the reader that we split each document in logical blocks, as mentioned in the SC
method. Thrs 1sessential for all the methods but the WS. Fixing the number of words per block
allows for optimal choice of the number of bits per word m for SC, for optimal choice of the
bit-block srxe b for BC and for the optimal construction of the Huffman codes for the RL. For
the purpose of comparison, we do this splitting in the WS method.
Thus the problem we want to solve is:
an (expected) block signature size F
Given
the false drop probability F, for each method for single word queries.
Find
In addition to the four above methods, we want to derive formulas that give the theoretical
bound of what we can achieve with a compression method. These formulas are based on the entropy
of a brt m the sparse vector. The quantities in these formulas will have a subscript EN (for entropy).

ws
SC
RL
BC
EN
VBC

Word Signatures
Superimposed Coding
compression with Run Length encoding
bit-Block Compression
ENtropy based bounds
Variable bit-Block Compression
Table I
Ltst of signature extraction methods.

The exact formulas for each method are given in the appendix. They are too complicated to be
repeated here and they do not provide much insight about the behavior of each method. More informative are the graphs 1-2 that plot the logarithm of F, versus the signature sixe F for D 48 and for
n =1,2,X The value D =40 is an estimate for the average number of distinct non-common words in a
1Kbyte ptece of text [5]. From these graphs we can draw the following conclusions:
1) All the compression-basedmethods (RL, BC and EN) give better results than both WS and SC
for n =l.
2) The RL method gives excellent results, very close to the EN curves (Graph 2).
For methods based on compression, the optimal value of number of bits per word is n =l.
3)
All
curves become almost straight lutes for large signature sixes. The WS curve is wavy because
4)
the method IS more sensttive to the round-offs of eq. (A3).
5) The graphs of all the compressron-based methods have the same slope, which is the same with
the slope of the WS method. As observed in [8], SC has a smoother slope because it does not
make full use of all the available 2**F bit patterns, smce it requires that half of the bits are “1”
(see eq. (A.7)).
The fourth observation gave us the motivation to look for approximate asymptotic formulas, as
the stgnature sixe F increases. The derivation of these formulas is presented in the appendix and the
results are repeated here:
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1Symbol
FdP

method(s)
all

Fxx

all

D

all

W

SC

W

RL, BC, EN

s,

ws

f

ws

m

SC

mopt
I

SC
RL

B
n

RL, BC, EN
RL, BC, EN

b

BC
BC

bOpt

definition
False drop probability
for the “XX” method
(expected) size of a block
signature for the “XX” method
number of distinct non-common
words per block
probability that a bit is “1”
in a block signature.
probability that a bit
is “1” in the sparse vector
maximum number of distinct
word signatures
number of bits for
a word signature
number of bits that
a word sets to “1”
the optimal value of m
expected number of bits
to encode an interval of zeros
size of the sparse vector
number of bits that
a word sets to “1”.
size of a bit-block
optimal value of b

Table II.
Definitions of the symbols.
&Fdbc

=n (1 +logse-lOgzlOgze)- D =1.913s -%
log#d kn =n log2e - !LL
D =l .dh

-T

F

(4)
(9

It should be noted that the above formulas are very accurate. Graph 3 plots the relative per cent
error in the false drop probabrltty for the SC and WS methods (D =4O) and Graph 4 the same for the
compression-based methods RL, BC and EN (D =4O, n=l). From Graph 3 we can observe that the
approximate formula for SC is optimistic: The error is negative (between -1.6% and -05% approximately) and oscrllates, due to the round-off of eq. (Al). The error for the WS method oscillates
much more. However, if we consider only the caseswhere F is a multiple of D, then the error is positrve and tends to zero for large signature sizes From Graph 4 we see that the approximate formulas
for RL, BC and EN are all pessimistic, that is they overesttmate the false drop probability. For
suf5crently large stgnature sixes, the error seems to become stable. These “steady-state” values are
5.837%,1.185% and 1.450% for the RL, BC and EN methods respectively.
The second interesting point about the approximate formulas is that they fully lustrfy all the
above observations. Fmally, they give rise to other quantitative observations. For example, we see
that the BC method requires logse-210gzlogse=0385 more bits per word than the RL method in the
signature size for the same false drop probabthty.
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5. DIscossloe.

The idea of using a large, sparse bit vector to represent a piece of text reminds us of the clustering method [26]. The difference is that no hashing technique is used in clustering to create the bit
vector, at the expense of having a fixed vocabulary and a look-up table. However, any of the above
compresston methods could be used to save space in representing the centroids and the document vectors in a clustering method. The only subtle point is that the presented compression methods work
well rf the number of “1”s in the sparse vector is constant (or at least has a small standard deviation).
The rest of the discussion will be mainly devoted to the BC method. The 5rst observation is
that the WS and SC methods can be seen as special cases of the BC method: For bit-blocks of 1 bit
long (k+ -1 ) and for n=BlnZ/D bits per word, the resulting signatures are the same with the ones of
SC, except that Parts II and III of the BC method are needless. For bm=B and I =l we have signatures similar to WS, except that Parts I and II are now redundant.
As dtscussed m the appendix, Part I of the bit-block signatures behaves like a signature of SC:
half of the bits are “1”. Stormg these parts consecutively (see Figure 6) may speed up the searching of
the signature file, because almost half of the signatures will be rejected immediately, after just one bit
comparison.
Finally, an important consideratton is that the BC method can be slightly modi5ed to become
insensittve to changes in the number of words D per block. This is desirable because the need to split
documents m logrcal blocks is eliminated, thus making the resolution of complex queries much easier.
The proposed modr5cation extracts the signature of a whole document as follows:
m We count the number of distinct non-common words D of the document.
w Using eq. (A.22) we calculate the optimal value b,,,,,for the bit-block size.
.
We create the document signature as described before (the size of the sparse vector B is the
same for all documents and n=l).
.
We store both the signature and the value of bgl (or, in order to save space, we store the binary
logarithm of 6,. smce b, 1sa power of two).

lo@,,,,

Part I

Part II

Part III

Figure 7
An example lay-out of the document signatures
in the VBC method.
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Thts method will be referred to as VBC (Variable bit-Block Compression) for the rest of the
paper. Figure 7 illustrates an example lay-out of the signatures in the proposed VBC method. The
upper row corresponds to a small document with small D, while the lower row to a document with
large D . Thus, the upper row has a larger value of b,,s,, fewer bit-blocks, shorter Part I (the sire of
Part I rs the number of bit-blocks), shorter Part II (its size increases with D) and fewer but larger
offsets m Part III (the srze of each offset is logzb,, bits). It should be noted that, although the lay-out
of Figure 7 seems to result in fast searching, it is not anything more than an example. More research
IS required m order to discover which lay-out is the most preferable.
For reasons explained before, in this paper we focused our attention on the false drop probability
of each method for single word quenes. The result of the study is that, from the point of view of
false drop probabtltty, the best method is RL, followed by BC, WS and SC (in this order). From a
practical pomt of view, there are some addtttonal considerattons. To name the must important of
them:
1) Speed to search a block signature.
2) Performance on more compltcated queries.
3) Ability to answer quenes on parts of words.
4) Preservatron of the sequencing information.
We shall discuss brie5y these points:
1) The fastest method for searching a signature (given that it has been brought in main memory)
seemsto be SC: It requrres only m (typically q0) bit comparisons to accept or reject a signature
in a single word query. The BC method requires some more brt comparisons, as well as some
calculattons in order to determine the length of Parts II and HI of the block signature. The RL
method needs approximately half of the encoded zero-intervals to be decoded and added, thus
giving slow starch time. The WS method requires the whole block signature to be examined, but
it does not need any decoding or any additions.
All the signature methods do well on conjunctive (AND) queries. Methods that spht documents
2)
in logical blocks (that is, SC, BC and RL) require more book-keeping than the rest of the
methods (such as the WS method without logical blocks and the VBC method).
3) For the present time, only SC [S] can handle queries on parts of words.
4) Only the WS method preserves the sequencing mformation.
As a final conclusron, tt 1sstill difficult to pinpoint the most preferable method. However, we belteve
that the VBC method concentrates the good features of almost all the other methods:
w It achieves the second best compression (the first being the RL method), requiring apprommately 0 471 bits per word more than the entropy-based bound.
m It 1sfast m searching, second only to SC.
s
It handles gracefully documents of arbitrary sixe, without splitting them m blocks.
6. Summary and research dIrectIons.

In this paper we presented signature four extraction methods and analyzed their performance.
Two of them were already known (WS, SC) the third (RL) was a generalixatton of an older method
([20] with nal) while the fourth (BC) is a new one. We decided to use the false drop probability as a
measure for the comparison and we studied the relationship between it and the signature size F.
Exact formulas were derived, the results were plotted m graphs and observations were made. Further
investtgation led to simple but accurate asymptotrc formulas, which agreed with the previous observations and gave quantitative results. The BC method was dtscussedin more detail and a modification
of it was proposed (VBC) to avoid splitting documents in logical blocks.
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The contributions of this paper are:
1) The detailed design of the BC method.
2) The proposal of the VBC method, with variable b&block size.
3) The derrvatton of exact and approximate formulas for the four methods and for the entropybased bounds.
4) The calculation of the optimal value of the number of bits per word n for the compression-based
methods (n =l).
5) The observation that the log#d vs. F lines for the WS, BL, BC and EN methods have the same
slopes. This seemsto be the best slope we can achieve, at least when we use hashing methods.
Further research can deal with:
a
Investtgation of the VBC method in more detail.
s
Study the signature-search time of each method.
Attempt to discover the signature extraction method with the best possible screening capacity,
either the method is based on hashing or not.
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Appendix.
AeaIysls for WS and SC.
The exact and approximate formulas for the WS and SC method have been derived in the past:
See [8] for the former and [28] for the latter. We repeat here the results: For WS we have:

(A4
with

f

and, for large signature srxesF,,

J5LL
I D I

we can appronmate:
lo&F,

,WS=“g@

-

D

For the SC method, the exact formula is:

with
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m

=Fsc

qn Dlogzc
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(A-7)

.
or, since rn-, has to be an integer
rndp=int

I scI
F

D low

(A-@

It is interesting to notice that under optimal design w =Y2. The approximation is (8):
F

b@d,fC

=- Dlogzr

for PL.
For all the compressron methods, the false drop probability w given by:
Fds =Fdsc =Fdm =W’

(A-9)

Aedyds

(A.10)

with
(All)
The expected code length for an interval of zeros has been calculated (see, e.g., [20] or [SD and it is
found to be:
i=k -1+-$

(A.12)

rzL

(A-13)

where
w+l

m 1sthe smallest integer, such that
PS 1

2

(A-14)

and

1 1

k= og$nl

(A.15)

x =2k-I,,,

(A-16)

Since we have to encode Bw intervals (or equivalently: “1”s) on the average, the expected signature
sue is
(A-17)
Fu =Bwi
For Ba

we have
w =nD/B

(A.18)

From (A.12) and since r * =l/2, we see that i ranges from A to & +l, for x varymg from m to 0. Thus
i=k

or from (A.15)
F,, =nD log2(%)

From (A-14) and (A.13) we have
1+w ))
FRL=nD (1 +10g210gs(
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Approximating ln(l+w)=w

we have finally:
F, =nD (1 +log210gse
-log2w)

(A.19)

Combmed with (A.lO), we have the relationship between the false drop probability Fda
nature size FE:

and the srg-

Analysts for BC.
For the BC method we have that the expected number of distinct “1”s in the sparse vector is Bw.
According to the description of the method (see Figure 4), we have:

with each term of the right hand side corresponding to Parts I-III of the bit-block signatures. Optimixing over b we have:

where In stands for the natural logarithm. Since log2g, should be an integer, we have

Notrce that the above equation lmpltes that, under optimal choice of b and for large values of B, half
of the bit-blocks will be empty on the average:
Proqempty bit -block )= 1-y
I

+n2=l

r

(A-w

2

Thus observation emphasrzesthe resemblancesof BC wtth SC (see eq. (A.7)), at least as far as the Part
I of the bit-block signatures 1sconcerned. Eq. (A.lO-11) and (AX) grve the exact correlation between
the false drop probability F,,
and the signature size FE. In order to obtain a simplified, approximate formula, we ignore the rounding-off in eq. (AX) and (A.23). Then we have:
Fs =Bw (1 +log,c -log210g2e-log2w)

or from eq (A 10) and (A 17)
logFd

w =n (log2e

+I-log2tog2e)-
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Analysts for EN.

FmaIly, the lower bound in the compression of the sparse vector is calculated using the entropy
ii(w):
FEN=BH (w)
that is
W7)
FEN=B(-w logzw-(l-w)log*(l-w))
Although the above formula is simple enough, we can still simplify it using the approximations:
In(1 -w )“-w

I-w=l
which are true when w<<l. Then we have:
F,

=nD (Io&e -lo&w)

w@

Combined with (A.lO), we have

W9)
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lo**(-lo)

L

-

10**c-15)

r
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